Make Your Own Paints
Eulalia Piebakere, Barony of Dragon’s Mist, April AS XLIX
Pigments available to the medieval/renaissance illuminator included mineral and organic ones. The
typical palette consisted of:
● Black: from lamp soot, charred bone, other carbon sources (e.g. vine black, made from charred
grape vines)
● White: lead white; Cennini specifically mentions that other sources of white, such as chalk,
have limited value to the artist
● Browns: typically from various earth sources such as umber
● Yellows: orpiment (arsenic sulphide), various ochres/earths, tin, saffron
● Greens: verdigris (copper acetate produced via various chemical reactions), some earths,
malachite (a mineral that also derives its color from copper)
● Blues: lazurite (lapis lazuli, which yielded the expensive and desirable ultramarine blue),
azurite, some copper compounds (including some forms of verdigris), indigo
● Purple: turnsole
● Reds: madder, minium (lead oxide), vermilion (cinnabar / mercuric sulphide), possibly kermes
and cochineal
These pigments would have been suspended in a binder, typically clarified egg white or animal or
vegetable gums mixed with water.
In 
Il Libro dell’Arte
, Cennini describes mixing some pigments to create secondary shades, so the range
of colors available to painters was broader than this; however other sources advise that many mineral
pigments were incompatible with each other, so the range was not infinite. Cennini also describes the
process of grinding minerals using a slab of a hard mineral and a handheld rock, then mixing with egg
white or gum to produce paints for use on parchment. These prepared paints would have been stored in
shells and either could have been used immediately or allowed to dry before being rehydrated as
needed.
Basic steps for mixing paint:
1. Place a small amount (usually about half a teaspoon) of pigment on the plate.
2. Add dry gum arabic. Mix somewhat using the palette knife. I haven’t found the single best
answer for how much to use, usually I use 1 part gum arabic to 2 parts pigment.
3. Grind gum and pigment together (still dry) with the pestle until they are equally blended.
4. Add a drop of honey and grind slightly to mix. The honey was recommended by several of the
modern guides I consulted. Honey is hygroscopic and I found that the paints in which I used
more honey maintained a moist, shiny appearance in the shell.
5. Add distilled water, one drop at a time, and grind/mix continuously using small circular (or
figure 8) motions until it reaches an even, smooth consistency. How long this takes will vary by
the pigment.
6. Scrape the finished paint into the shell. It can either be used immediately or allowed to dry and
then rehydrated, like pan watercolors. I found it easier to work with the rehydrated paints for
most pigments, but needed to use the azurite freshly mixed.

Where to buy supplies:
● Atelier500 <
http://www.etsy.com/shop/Atelier500
>
● Arte of the Booke <
http://www.etsy.com/shop/ArteOfTheBooke
>
● Natural Pigments <
http://www.naturalpigments.com
>
● The Scribal Workshop <
http://www.etsy.com/shop/Scribalworkshop
>
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